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Abstracts

Each abstracted article is awarded 0±5 stars for each of four qualities:

(1) depth of research

(2) value in practice

(3) originality of thinking

(4) readability for non-specialists.

No abstract is included for any article awarded less than seven stars

overall.

B2Basics
R. Kerrigan, E. V. Roegner, D. D. Swinford and C. C. Zawada

SURVEY. The McKinsey Quarterly (US), 2001, No. 1 (4pp)

Asserts that B2B virtual marketplaces are brilliant at reducing transaction

costs, but poor at working out suitable pricing strategies: `there is no one

right way for an e-marketplace to charge, but many wrong ways'. Holds

that such marketplaces create value in four main ways Ð expanding

market reach for all; generating lower prices for buyers; cutting the cost

of buyer operations; identifying industry best practice Ð but retain very

much less value than they create. Identi®es a variety of different charging

models: giving services away at zero or very low prices (distressingly

common); transaction fees charged to seller or to buyer, or both; usage

fees based on volume; subscription fees based on a variety of metrics such

as number of employees, number of individual users; licensing software

solutions; advertising and sponsorship; taking ownership of goods; gain

sharing (proposed but not yet in use); charging professional service fees.

Gives some actual examples. Indicates which method is likely to be

suitable depending on who bene®ts most from the system. Details the

approach of two speci®c marketplaces.

A clear, tightly written exposition which should be read by anyone

contemplating involvement in a virtual marketplace.

Research:*** Practice:**** Originality:** Readability:****
Ref: 2401

Beyond the exchange: The future of B2B
R. Wise and D. Morrison

ANALYTICAL. Harvard Business Review (US), November/December

2000, p. 86 (11pp)

Looks at existing B2B online exchanges and auctions, and claims they are

¯oundering: they cater for buyers wanting the lowest possible price,

which runs counter to strategic relationship partnering; they provide little

bene®t to sellers; and because they use cheap accessible software their

service is becoming commoditised. Holds that this model is

unsustainable. Draws a parallel between B2B markets and ®nancial

B2B virtual
marketplaces,
Internet, transaction
costs
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markets (which have already gone through two decades of change).

Follows this parallel through four trends: the packaging of complex

transactions; the migration of roles from middlemen to speculators; the

change from conducting transactions to providing solutions; and the move

from buyer-seller exchanges to sell-side asset swaps Ð in each case

giving historic examples from ®nancial markets and current tentative

development in B2B. Also suggests that current for-pro®t exchanges may

turn into non-pro®t cooperatives for mutual bene®t of participants (as

with Covisint in the motor industry).

An unlikely sounding parallel is turned into a thoroughly compelling

argument. An important article (agree with it or not) for all involved in

B2B online.

Research:** Practice:**** Originality:**** Readability:****
Ref: 2402

The Napsterization of B2B
A. McAfee

SURVEY. Harvard Business Review (US), November/December 2000, p.

18 (2pp)

Holds that the days of the exchange-based B2B model are numbered Ð it

is only a question of time Ð by the rise of peer-to-peer networking

(referred to as a P2P model). Instances Napsters and Gnutella. Claims

that migration to the new model is held up only by the undeveloped

nature of the necessary P2P software in relation to complex transactions.

Touches on new Internet technologies: extensible mark-up language

(XML) and resource de®nition format (RDF). Believes the change will

not be long delayed.

Too short to do more than stir some thought processes Ð but interesting

nonetheless.

Research:* Practice:** Originality:*** Readability:***
Ref: 2403

Using structured processes and systems to help managers develop
strategic segmentation
M. McDonald and I. Dunbar

THEORETICAL, WITH WORKED EXAMPLE. Journal of Targeting,

Measurement and Analysis for Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 109

(19pp)

Indicates that this article presents key points from the authors' book,

Market Segmentation: How to do it: How to pro®t from it. Emphasises

that true one-to-one marketing is not possible for most businesses, and

that segmentation is essential to commercial success. Claims that most

academic work on this subject is prescriptive, and lacks pragmatic

guidelines for practitioners. Holds that segmentation must be customer

centric: customers segment according to how they maximise their

B2B, P2P, XML, RDF
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purchase value. Describes the seven steps of a methodology for

developing a structured system and process for segmentation: market

mapping (describing and quantifying the total market being served, and

the various stages in the distribution and value-added chain between

production and use); who buys (identifying decision makers); what is

bought, where, when and how; why it is bought (key differentiating

features and customer bene®ts); forming segments (from the multiplicity

of micro-segments revealed by the foregoing process); and segment

checklist (offer differentiation required, reachability, and compatibility of

segments with company organisation). Finally emphasises that segments

Ð and customers Ð change over time.

Although neither the title nor the article itself claims an exclusive interest

in b-to-b, all the examples given are taken from this area; it is dif®cult to

see how this meticulous, commonsensical but rather laborious approach

could be applied in b-to-c. Perhaps the book would help Ð or perhaps

not.

Research:** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 2404

Segmenting the e-market
J. E. Forsyth, J. Lavoie and T. McGuire

ANALYTICAL. The McKinsey Quarterly (US), 2000, No. 4 (2pp)

Claims that current active online consumers fall into six segments:

simpli®ers (looking for convenience, account for over 50 per cent of all

transactions); surfers (8 per cent of users but 32 per cent of all time

online); bargainers (heavy auction site frequenters); connectors (users of

chat services, etc); routiners (interested in content, concentrate on ten or

fewer favourite sites Ð for example the Wall Street Journal ); and

sportsters (regard Internet as entertainment). Provides chart showing, for

each segment, hours spent actively online, number of unique domains

accessed per month, number of pages accessed per month, percentage

who have made online purchases, and percentage online for more than

®ve years. Advises that marketers should avoid trying to span all

segments with a single offer, but should design site to cultivate core-

segment customers. Believes that segmentation by demographics will

give way to `offerings informed by the tastes and needs of individuals'.

The research and the conclusions drawn from it are interesting; how to

use the results effectively will be altogether more challenging.

Research:**** Practice:** Originality:*** Readability:***
Ref: 2405

What can direct marketing do for branding and bonding?
F. Debling, L. de Chernatony and S. Middleton

SURVEY. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing

(UK), Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 128 (20pp)

Segmentation,
Internet
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Sponsored by the Royal Mail, this article stresses that direct marketing

literature sees the role of DM as being chie¯y behavioural, with an

attitudinal spin-off; despite media fragmentation and rising mass media

costs, DM is rarely used as a primary brand-building medium. But

indicates contrary examples of NestleÂ's Casa Buitoni Club and Gold®sh.

Relates the results of 15 semi-structured qualitative depth interviews with

practitioners in DM and brand building (with a bias towards ®nancial

services) to ascertain DM's role in developing the brand; how DM can be

used to build brand loyalty; and how important customer interaction is to

developing brand loyalty. Finds that there are factors encouraging a more

strategic role for DM than in the past, including economic pressures, the

entry of big brands Ð especially car manufacturers Ð into DM, and

technological advances. (Quotes one view that the advent of set-top boxes

will introduce `real' media fragmentation.) Notes that DM is still not

regarded as a ®rst choice for launching a new brand, but that DM which is

`on-brand' commands a higher response rate. Reports a good deal of

scepticism about strategic use of DM by either agencies or clients. Sees

four roles for DM in brand development: sales assistant; brand

ambassador; brand hostess; and interactive researcher. Provides a

perceptual map of these roles, and relates each to one of the four pillars of

brand building: brand representation, brand relevance, brand knowledge

and brand esteem.

That questions of this kind are now asked is signi®cant, regardless of the

answers. But perhaps before we try to sell DM as the solution to old-

fashioned branding problems, we should begin by asking why and whither

branding in today's marketplace.

Research:*** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 2406

Consumer empowerment creates a shift in the marketing model:
How the rules of the game are changing
J. Braune

THEORETICAL. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 7, No. 6, p. 395

(10pp)

Notes the scale and speed of change in the marketing landscape, leading

to brand make-overs, some super®cial (BA), some more fundamental

(Glasgow). Opines that we are entering an era of targeted marketing as a

fundamental brand tool, with a decline in the formula of `big' everything,

from product to advertising to brand to sales. Claims that the forces which

are changing the face of society by eroding familiar landmarks are both

empowering consumers but also disorientating them. Through greater

fragmentation in the socio-demographic scale, many are materially

disadvantaged and attitudinally isolated. Adds that technology has created

a subculture of `have-nots', and that consumers as a whole are less

trusting. Holds that the implications of these developments require the

restructuring of the marketing department, to recreate it as a more holistic

integrated entity focused on the customer and not on the corporate

Direct marketing,
branding, bonding

Brands,
fragmentation,
consumer
empowerment
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structure. Advocates appointment of a consumer manager to work in

tandem with the brand manager. Proclaims the need for ¯exible brands

(Virgin), and suggests an appropriate architecture. Urges a better balance

of ATL and BTL to form an integrated communications mix, and an end

to separation of strategy and communications within agency practice.

The need to restructure the marketing department is a very familiar cry:

this author takes a tentative ®rst step towards describing how this might

be done. More please Ð and how can one stop at the marketing

department?

Research:** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 2407

The local, national and global communities: Identifying with one or
all
D. Pearson

EDITORIAL. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 5 (6pp)

Notes the growing number of independent countries in the United Nations

(now 188) together with the `principal economic trend' towards

globalisation (50 of the world's largest economies are corporations).

Contrasts this situation with that in Europe, where politicians seek to

create increasing integration of nation-states while resisting globalisation.

Considers that the predictable effects of the Internet in streamlining

supply chains, collapsing inventories and speeding response to market

demand will encourage globalisation. But doubts the potential for one-to-

one marketing, which would destroy the advantages of the large producer.

Considers the problems of global retailing to be much greater than those

of global production. Holds that there are few global brands and

practically no global corporations in Europe. Buttresses this view by

consideration of Unilever and Danone versus Colgate, P&G and Sony.

Quotes Coca-Cola's revision of an old slogan: `Think local, act local'.

Summarises key success criteria for managing global brands: brands are

brands are brands; respect the evolution of brands; people make the

difference; accountability.

A good read, with some interesting nuggets, which ultimately disappoints

by the lack of a logical progression towards a unifying theme.

Research:** Practice:* Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 2408

Futurology of brand management
I. Ryder

DISCURSIVE. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 13

(11pp)

Considers the fundamentals of why brands are relevant today, why this

may change, and what part the Internet may play in such changes. De®nes

a brand as a promise to all customers and stakeholders, and brand

Internet,
globalisation, brands

Internet, brands,
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management as a superset of reputation management. Contends that with

the media for brand management changing, the next battleground will be

the living room, where TV will be an interactive pastime; brand messages

will work only if simple. Complains of neologisms such as customer

portfolio management and category management as being merely new

terms for brand management. Forecasts the growth of the grey market, the

decline of the PC, and the growth of networked communities wielding

huge economic power: the fourth P Ð place Ð `has been transformed

forever'. Discusses the impact of CRM and its relationship with TCE

(`the next war-zone', with CRM as the critical weapon for monitoring and

resourcing). Deplores the idea that CRM is a matter of technology only.

Looks at CRM in Lucent Technologies and Dell Computers. Discusses

knowledge management and intellectual asset management, expressing

intense surprise that very few writings on these subjects mention brands.

A bit of a ramble (the author's own description), with things to say that

are often interesting, usually credible and sometimes true. But possesses

neither a binding theoretical core nor a de®nitive practical route map.

Research:* Practice:** Originality:** Readability:***
Ref: 2409

What will be the impact on future legacy campaigns of changing
demographic, economic, cultural and religious trends?
R. Radcliffe

DISCURSIVE. International Journal of Nonpro®t and Voluntary Sector

Marketing (UK), Vol. 5, No. 3, p. 260 (8pp)

Discusses ®rst the changes, happening and likely to happen, in the

economic and demographic environments, with particular emphasis on

the effects of such changes on the practice of leaving legacies to charities.

Turns to the multicultural environment, looking at the growth of ethnic

communities and the attitudes of ®rst- and second-generation immigrants

to will making and charitable legacies. Considers the statistics of

declining religious worship across Christian and Jewish communities;

asserts Muslim data `hard to come by'. Considers cultural differences

over inheritance, will making and legacy giving. Looks brie¯y at the UK

legacy marketplace. Emphasises that too little research has been done to

permit the promotion of universal solutions.

The author, as a director of Smee & Ford, has a wealth of data on UK

demographics, some of which are fascinatingly revealed here and are

highly relevant as base data for marketers of all manner of consumer

goods and services.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:** Readability:****
Ref: 2410

Charities, legacies,
wills
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Market orientation Ð A case study of three UK opera companies
L. Jones

CASE STUDY. International Journal of Non-pro®t and Voluntary Sector

Marketing (UK), Vol. 5, No. 4, p. 348 (17pp)

Rehearses the post-war arrival of market orientation theory, following on

lengthy periods of product orientation, followed by sales orientation.

Quotes Levitt on the difference between selling and marketing, with

customer wants being central to the latter. Examines the literature on

market orientation; concludes that there are three basic behavioural

aspects Ð customer orientation, competitor orientation and

interfunctional coordination. States that a quantitative relationship has

been found to exist (in for-pro®t organisations) between market

orientation and performance. Asks whether the same might be true for

non-pro®t organisations. Describes a research programme conducted with

three top-ranking UK opera companies to explore this question.

Reproduces a questionnaire developed in the context of the UK hotel

sector which focuses on the three behavioural aspects already indicated.

Discusses the tensions between producing what the performers want to

do, producing to maintain cultural heritage, and producing to attract/

satisfy customers; notes the dif®culty of balancing artistic decision

making with commercial desiderata, and asks whether the belief that

opera cannot be pro®table is perhaps a self-ful®lling prophecy.

Begins with a short, clear and useful review of market orientation theory,

of universal interest and applicability. The application to opera

production, at ®rst sight eccentric, contains interesting insights: many of

the problems have commercial parallels.

Research:*** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:****
Ref: 2411

Customer value management
M. Stirling

THEORETICAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 174 (11pp)

Indicates the historic changes in the ®nancial services market that have

produced greater competition, a decline in customer loyalty, and greater

sophistication in both suppliers and consumers of ®nancial services.

Claims that today's lenders must be able to make consistent

multidimensional decisions, using multiple data sources, interfacing with

operational systems and providing dynamic ¯exible monitoring; this can

be achieved by the use of decision engines, which will calculate the net

present value (NPV) of a potential customer prior to promoting him (and/

or at any subsequent stage). Shows a simpli®ed example of the predicted

NPVs of four potential credit card applicants, and suggests the

appropriate handling of each; gives similar illustration of three

predictions for customers who have fallen into arrears. Discusses the

methodology for calculating NPV, again in the context of credit card

applications. Looks at the process of interlinking processing models, each

Marketing, market
orientation, not-for-
pro®t

Financial services,
customer value, NPV,
decision engines,
credit risk
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of which employs a decision tree together with a scorecard, into what the

author calls a `decision shrub'; the path taken through this decision shrub

will be determined by the result on the scorecard of the most recent

decision tree. Points out that in this way all available data can be used at

any point in the life cycle. Stresses the importance of continuing

monitoring.

A sophisticated approach to the problems of credit risk, which suggests

that the tools available to ®nancial institutions are far in advance of the

day-to-day performance of most of them. A bit like offering an electric

light bulb to a Neanderthal.

Research:*** Practice:*** Originality:*** Readability:**
Ref: 2412

Electronic commerce and the marketing of Internet banking in the
UK
R. Hamilton and P. Hewer

SURVEY. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 5, No. 2,

p. 135 (14pp)

Discusses evidence from market research and consultants' reports that e-

commerce will be increasingly important to consumers in their future

®nancial lives. Notes the four principal delivery channels: ATMs,

telephone, PC and Internet Ð to which interactive TV will shortly be

added. Surveys data on UK Internet usage, with reference to age and

income. Lists eight contrasting styles of e-commerce strategy adopted by

®nancial providers. Quotes Ernst & Young on the challenge of seamless

channel integration, and Deloitte & Touche on online delivery of ®nancial

services within ®ve years. Looks at the UK government's attitude to e-

commerce, with particular reference to the need for trust. Notes wide

consumer reluctance to use the Internet for ®nancial dealings, and desire

for increase in branches and ATMs. Analyses the diversity of services

offered on the Internet by a selection of UK ®nancial providers; notes that

the majority offer information-only sites, but with 77 per cent intending

to offer some interactive facility. Observes that some ®nancial providers

are also ISPs. Notes the selling platforms adopted by ®nancial providers,

and their means of addressing negative factors such as security. Queries

the effect of consumer empowerment on loyalty.

An interesting, albeit non-critical, round-up of the present stances and

future plans of a number of UK ®nancial service providers.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:**
Ref: 2413

CRM analytics: The fuel for the engine
D. Brotherton

ANALYTICAL. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 5, No.

2, p. 174 (7pp)

Financial services,
e-commerce,
Internet, consumer
empowerment
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Claims that CRM has been engined by expensive IT solutions Ð but

without any fuel being provided: the fuel required is a collection of

business rules, created by CRM analytics; this is not complex, but a

simple return to the traditional procedures of the corner shop. Criticises

companies stuck in product or channel silos. Adds that not all customers

want a relationship with suppliers, and that one to one, though not

impossible, is unlikely to be cost effective. Advocates a four-step process:

create a customer strategy (a real one, not a mission statement);

understand where customers are in the buying process (aware, informed,

decided, purchased, repurchased); analyse each customer and create

manageable clusters; learn, and communicate what is learned throughout

the organisation Ð especially to staff who actually talk to customers.

Emphasises that, important as hardware and software ultimately are, one

needs neither to start this vital process.

Hurrah! Here is an author who has been there, done that, and tells it how

it is Ð not how the chairman thinks it is, or the consultant says it ought to

be. (A pity about the mandatory unintelligible diagram, though.)

Research:** Practice:***** Originality:*** Readability:*****
Ref: 2414

Contextual marketing: The real business of the Internet
D. Kenny and J. F. Marshall

VISIONARY. Harvard Business Review (US), November/December 2000,

p. 119 (6pp)

Claims the Internet has been a let-down for most companies: despite

$10bn spent by US companies in 1999, 50 per cent of sites generate no

commercial revenue; customer acquisition by banner ad is up to 2.5 times

more expensive than in the physical world, etc. Contrasts the `destination

website' to which punters must come, or be brought (how?), with the

process of delivering tailored messages to customers at point of need Ð

this is de®ned as contextual marketing. Predicts the arrival of the

wireless-enabled ubiquitous Internet in three to ®ve years, bringing the

demise of the destination site model. Gives examples of current

contextual marketing using existing PC-based technology (Johnson &

Johnson and Dell). Suggests future examples via interactive TV, mobile

devices, and Internet access in public venues. Predicts the rise of a new

intermediary Ð the mobilemediary, which will be able to break into the

value chain at any point. Quotes Fedex systems as a precursor of this.

Claims database marketing tools will be essential, and all marketers will

have to become direct marketers.

The critique of current Web experience, and the claim that active direct

marketing must replace passive static websites, ring true. Somehow the

actual examples of future contextual marketing in action do not carry

quite the same level of conviction. But do read it for yourself.

Research:** Practice:*** Originality:*** Readability:***
Ref: 2415
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Becoming part of the solution
S. M. Cristol and P. Sealey

THEORETICAL. Direct Marketing (US), October 2000, p. 56 (9pp)

Challenges readers to locate their products on a stress-relieving/stress-

producing continuum. Introduces two fundamental guideposts. First, is a

given product an incremental (stress producing because increasing life's

complexity) or a replacement product (neutral, or stress relieving if it

replaces more than one product)? Quotes smart cards and minidisc

players as incremental products which therefore failed; the motor car as a

replacement product. Points out that replacement may require time Ð

thus a product may initially be incremental until replacement is achieved.

Second, does a product tend towards maximisation or optimisation of

choice? Recalls the post-war explosion of choice; suggests more choice

may be worse, not better Ð the optimum is not 500� TV channels, but

one channel which plays what you want when you want it.. Elaborates on

the psychology of choice, and conjoint (or trade-off) analysis. Advocates

segmentation by stressographics, to carry out a stress scan of the prospect

base. Your brand should be part of the simplicity solution, not the

complexity problem.

This article is a reprinted chapter from the authors' book Simplicity

Marketing. You may not ®nd all of the article's ideas equally useful, but it

is impossible to read it without being made to think productively.

Research:* Practice:*** Originality:**** Readability:****
Ref: 2416

Priceline Webhouse club
T. Eisenmann and J. K. Rust

CASE STUDY. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 47

(26pp)

Explains the Priceline business model for selling airline tickets online at

cut price. Introduces the Priceline Webhouse club, which extends the

`name your price' method into the grocery market. Quotes founder Jay

Walker on fallacy behind previous online grocery shopping models Ð

`selling customers their own time back at $10 an hour'. Reproduces an

article and six (some critical) letters from the New York Times reviewing

the system as customers. Explains how the system works from the

customer view (with extensive screen reproductions) and for Webhouse.

Concludes with six strategic issues now facing Webhouse (which as yet

has restricted geographic coverage), explained in the words of Jay Walker,

and inviting readers to discuss and decide for themselves.

A superbly readable and revealing account of a cleverly designed and

highly unusual system. Would I want to use it? Doubt it.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:*****
Ref: 2417
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Xerox: Book-In-Time. The new way to market, order, print and ful®ll
books one at a time, just in time, worldwide
V. K. Rangan and J. Sinha

CASE STUDY. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 29

(18pp)

Explores the bringing to market of Xerox's breakthrough printing process

Book-In-Time (BIT). Considers different company options: provide a

service at various points in the value chain, or sell components/modules

of equipment to different players. Explains organisation of Xerox

corporation. Gives overview of US book industry, including distribution

value chain. Looks at publishers' world market shares and ten biggest

print companies worldwide. Indicates direct competition for BIT. Reviews

US book wholesalers and retailers; considers the economics of the

production value chain and the process of book acquisition and

production. Shows the economics of BIT versus several conventional

printing methods. Suggests the potential market for on-demand

conversion.

A very thorough exploration of the (mostly US) book market. But, being

designed as a basis for class discussion, this case study leaves the mere

individual reader hanging in the air and irritatingly unsatis®ed.

Research:***** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref. 2418

eBay inc.
S. P. Bradley and K. A. Porter

CASE STUDY. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 73

(25pp)

Gives a history of eBay from its foundation as a hobby site in 1995.

Details the acquisition of venture capital, and the public share offering in

1998 (at $18). Graphs progressive gross sales, registered users, auctions

held and stock price. Prints consolidated balance sheet and income

®gures. Lists directors, with biographies. Describes progress of

relationship with AOL, and eBay's market context. Details eBay's

response to `trust and safety' issues and lists initiatives in this area. Notes

competition from OnSale, Auction Universe, Classi®eds 2000, Yahoo!

and Specialty Players Ð and, ®nally and most threateningly, Amazon in

March 1999. Concludes with an appendix on how an eBay auction works.

A clear and readable exposition of an Internet phenomenon Ð not least

remarkable for its consistent pro®tability.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:** Readability:****
Ref: 2419
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The e-commerce revolution: From market place to market space
J. Leschly

OVERVIEW. Market Leader (UK), Autumn 2000, p. 30 (4pp)

Considers the challenge that the Web poses to old-economy businesses.

Lists four threats: the speed of Net companies unhindered by internal

bureaucracies; the fact that size is no longer an advantage; the fact that

geography is not an issue; and the 24/7 syndrome. Follows with four

opportunities: a direct link to customers and suppliers; shortening supply

chains; rede®nition of one's customers; and the chance to control the

electronic channel for an industry or segment. Comments on the new

business model resulting from e-companies' P/E ratios. Emphasises the

importance on the Net of information, translated into marketable

knowledge, as the value generator. Gives examples from

SmithKlineBeecham. Holds that the challenge is to streamline supply

chains so as to be able to meet price competition from the virtual world.

Emphasises the need for leaders who understand the dynamics of both

worlds.

There is moderate interest in what is said Ð especially in the illuminating

examples Ð enhanced by the high pro®le of the author, ex-chairman of

Smith Kline Beecham.

Research:* Practice:*** Originality:* Readability:***
Ref: 2420.

The social function of trust and implications for e-commerce
D. E. Morrison and J. Firmstone

THEORETICAL. International Journal of Advertising (UK), Vol. 19, No. 5,

p. 599 (25pp)

Distinguishes between trust and faith. Asserts that trust functions to

reduce ontological uncertainty; it reduces anxiety about the operation of

the world, and makes risk manageable. Distinguishes personal trust from

abstract, or systems, trust: the latter is essential to the functioning of a

complex modern society. Instances the Ma®a in southern Italy, or Russia,

as examples of what happens in societies where abstract trust does not

exist. Follows Weber over the transformation from personal to abstract

trust as a precondition for the creation of a capitalist society. Claims that

trust is a means of managing complexity, and that trusting in a brand

reduces both complexity and risk. Asserts that in purchasing, trust

translates into habit. Gives four factors in the establishment of trust:

reputation, familiarity/closeness, performance and accountability.

Suggests that Internet traders (and especially those without an of¯ine

presence) have large and special problems in establishing essential trust

through lack of these factors. Buttresses argument with market research.

Pretty long drawn out, but much more readable than most social

psychology and Ð particularly in its concluding passages on the Internet

Ð worth pondering.

Research:*** Practice:* Originality:*** Readability:***
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Cataloging for entrepreneurs: Creating versions of your catalog more
economically
S. McIntyre

ANALYTICAL. Direct Marketing (US), September 2000, p. 28 (3pp)

Considers the reasons for requiring different versions of a mailing

catalogue. Offers a series of possible methods of versioning a catalogue,

to give it a new, fresh look while keeping origination and printing costs

within bounds. Addressed primarily to `entrepreneurs' who are estimated

to run 90 per cent of the 10,000 catalogues in the USA.

A short piece full of educative ideas for those new to the catalogue

business. Who knows, even the expert might pick up a new slant. Basic,

but a model of its kind.

Research:** Practice:**** Originality:** Readability:*****
Ref:2422

Integrating online and of¯ine marketing successfully
M. Fitzpatrick

JOURNALISTIC. Direct Marketing (US), October 2000, p. 50 (4pp)

Considers the failure of many early websites to attract visitors, even

despite advertising the site. Claims that this is due to the lack of

integration of online and of¯ine channels of communication, leading to

collapse of the `spend now, earn later' concept. Notes the fragmentation

of broadcast media. Considers three levels of channel integration: Level I

is con®ned to of¯ine ads attempting to drive traf®c online; Level II is

typi®ed by Coca-Cola's short-term campaign in 1999 where online and

of¯ine ads did deliver the same message; Level III implies the delivery of

a consistent brand and response-evoking customer-centric message across

all media. Claims that few companies have got beyond Level I (IBM

being an exception in Level III). Concludes with six principles of new

millennium marketing.

Dull but worthy Ð and short enough for you to stay awake while reading.

Research:* Practice:*** Originality:* Readability:**
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The content question: Static or dynamic?
M. Cardi

SEMI-TECHNICAL. Direct Marketing (US), September 2000, p. 38 (5pp)

Explains the differences, in use and in method of construction, between

static and dynamic content in a website. Points out that static content is

low on development cost, but only suitable where the need for updating is

infrequent (since this is expensive). Illustrates examples of both static and

dynamic content; points out that a single website can contain elements of

both. Emphasises the marketing imperative of ensuring all content is

accurate and up to date. Indicates other questions in website development

Ð especially that of internal versus external resourcing.

Catalogues,
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A useful brief introduction for anyone planning a website for the ®rst time.

Research:* Practice:** Originality:* Readability:***
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Messages, metaphors and looking for love: The Internet, year 2000
J. Rosen®eld

EDITORIAL. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 100 (8pp)

Highlights ®ve watershed events in Internet history for 1998: publication

of the Starr Report; the Procter & Gamble conference of 1998 (the

Internet is a direct marketing medium, not an advertising medium);

Amazon's book `recommendations' (word of mouth is a mass medium);

the explosion of e-commerce in the USA; and Priceline.com (buyers

advertising to sellers). Considers three key Internet phenomena of 1999:

the year of the bubble; from sur®ng to searching (TV is right hemisphere,

and the Internet is left hemisphere); and US banner adverts (old content

poured into new forms, and now almost zeroed out). Notes 11 watershed

events of 2000: the bubble bursts; bricks and clicks (the Internet does not

replace physical reality, but complements it); AOL/Time Warner merger;

DoubleClick (privacy backlash and the coming privacy apocalypse); big-

three car makers' purchasing combine (disintermediation and pricing

transparency in b2b); Supreme Court ruling on Microsoft (the PC is a

`brittle interface'); Cisco outgrows Microsoft (software is primitive

technology); Stephen King's novel; the coming transformation of AT&T;

Ford gives home PCs to employees; and the love bug.

A readable, intelligent and insightful review of key events in the recent

history of the Internet, each with implications for its future development.

Research:** Practice:** Originality:**** Readability:*****
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The price of loyalty
J. Cigliano, M. Georgiadis, D. Pleasance and S. Whalley

SURVEY. The McKinsey Quarterly (US), 2000, No. 4, p. 68 (10pp)

Claims that some 50 per cent of top US and UK retailers use loyalty

programmes; over 50 per cent of US grocery purchasers are enrolled in

them, with 48 per cent of those spending more than they otherwise would.

Expects number of programmes to grow. But proposes three problems:

substantial expense; dif®culty, once started, in altering or withdrawing a

programme; and frequent failure to increase loyalty (70 per cent of

grocery customers are always looking for alternatives). Alleges four traps:

free riders, who take bene®ts without increasing spend; slim margins

restricting attractive awards; underestimation of true costs (training,

marketing, ful®lment support, IT and systems); and unequal competition

from the virtual world. Gives instances of creative ideas: Target's Guest

Card (a US credit card) lets customers donate 1 per cent of purchase value

Internet, advertising,
direct marketing

Loyalty, retail
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to a local school of their choice; Neiman Marcus gives membership and

in-store parties to all spending $3,000pa, but more exclusive prizes to

higher spenders. Instances Air Miles with its more than 100 sponsors, and

Tesco with a two-tier Clubcard (data from which are used to tailor 80,000

variants of a letter offer and magazine). Asserts that loyalty programmes

must be easy to join and use.

Nothing very profound, but some interesting facts and ®gures.

Research:*** Practice:** Originality:* Readability:***
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Legal update
I. Davies

LEGAL. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 71 (4 pp)

Deals with a recent case in which one company sued another for

trademark infringement and passing off, in as much as the latter had used

the former's registered trademark in its homepage on the Web and also as

a meta-tag. Concludes that since the offender admitted trademark

infringement there is not yet any ®rm conclusion as to whether use of a

third party's trademark as a meta-tag is an infringement in English law Ð

but that US courts have so decided. Advises that the problem could be

circumvented by use of a competitor's trademark on a homepage in a

manner consistent with the rules on competitive advertising (since search

engines read the words on a site's homepage). Deals also with two other

trademark cases Ð one before the European Court of First Instance to

which Ford was appealing the refusal of a Community trademark; the

other regarding potential confusion between Adidas and a competitor,

held before the European Court of Justice.

The ®rst of these three cases, although inconclusive, is fascinating as an

early instance of the kind of problems that the Web will throw up for the

interpretation of pre-existing legislation.

Research:** Practice:*** Originality:** Readability:****
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